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1. Removing fibrous tissue from periprosthetic osteolytic lesions next to a loosened hip 
prosthesis improves the penetration of percutaneously injected cement. (this thesis) 
 
2. Suppressing CT metal artefacts by projection interpolation hinders manual delineation 
of periprosthetic lesions by reducing image contrast and detail. (this thesis) 
 
3. A statistical classifier can simultaneously use a diverse set of CT image processing 
outputs, including projection interpolation, to improve its discernment of 
periprosthetic tissues. (this thesis) 
 
4. Intraoperative guidance and quantitative cement volume estimation can be done by 
using a standard C-arm fluoroscope and suitable software. (this thesis) 
 
5. Multidisciplinary collaboration between doctors and computer scientists is essential.  
 
6. In a multidisciplinary project, it is advantageous to focus on only contributing to one 
of its constituent disciplines at any given time.  
 
7. Reality checks are essential because (bio-mechanical) simulations only take account of 
what you put in and not what you left out. 
 
8. A nine-point TRL scale (Technology Readiness Level, as used by the aerospace and 
defense industry) is also valuable for software development and academic research.  
 
9. Free and Open Source dissemination of research software benefits constructive and 
collaborative research. 
 
10. The Netherlands should maintain its thought leadership in classifying PhD candidates 
as researchers instead of students. 
 
11. Tension exists between Carl Gauss’ laudable motto "Pauca sed matura" and the 
counting of journal publications as a commodity.  
 
12. A more fluid definition of nationality will suit our planet where demographics are 
changing and whose people interact ever more across borders.  
 
13. The biggest likely obstacles to completing a PhD are psychological and interpersonal. 
 
14. The Nguni word “ubuntu” and the Dutch “sociaal” are kindred spirits.  
Perched between these worlds, Afrikaners can learn from both. 
